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BLACK LIST



LESS THAN ALL IS NOTHING

I will not give into the darkness

the darkness that covers my face

the darkness that covers my eyes

no way

I will live my life free

from a hellish life of darkness and despairfrom a hellish life of darkness and despair

no fear no regrets I will not be kept down

no blood on my hands foul cynics if you dare

I want to be a spike in the eye

of the system

rampaging through the blackened ruins

of their negativity

either we're all in babyeither we're all in baby

or we're bust

less than all

less than all

less than all is nothing

I want to be a spike in the eye

of the system

rampaging through the blackened ruinsrampaging through the blackened ruins

of their negativity

rage rage rage rage

I will live my life free

from a selfish life of darkness and despair

no fear no regrets I will not be kept down

if I don't make it I'll still have no regrets

NOT THIS TIME 

(AND NEVER AGAIN)

it's a revolution mother!

out of the darkness

we will come running

out of the shadows

we will come screamingwe will come screaming

up from the gutters

we will rise

never again will life take a life

what you gonna do when your perfect world

turns to ashes

what you gonna do when everything you believe

turns out to be a lieturns out to be a lie

the absence of noise

does not mean silence

the absence of war

does not mean peace

the absence of hate

does not mean caring

the absence of hopethe absence of hope

does not mean hopelessness

out of the darkness

we will come running

out of the shadows

we will come screaming

up from the gutters

we will risewe will rise

never again will life take a life

not this time and never again

not this time and never again

not this time and never again

not this time and never again

out of the darkness

we will come runningwe will come running

out of the shadows

we will come screaming

up from the gutters

we will rise

never again will life take a life

what you gonna do when your perfect world

turns to ashesturns to ashes

what you gonna do when everything you believe

turns out to be a lie

not this time and never again

not this time and never again



AS THE WORLD BURNS

time is not on your side

trapped in chrushing waves of change

your world has turned to dust

and there is nothing left

as the world burns

choking on the asheschoking on the ashes

your cacoon

is a tomb

your law

burn!

your world

burn!

your worldyour world

burn!

your world

burn!

as the world burns

choking on the ashes

your cacoon

is a tombis a tomb

your law

watch it burn

as the world burns

choking on the ashes

your world has turned to dust

and there is nothing left

burn! burn! burn!burn! burn! burn!

WITH NO TURNING BACK

when it all went down 

I did not see it coming

giving faith in

something undeserving

giving all yet

getting nothing but the ruinationgetting nothing but the ruination

of a life of which

there is no escape

betrayed

broken

beat down

my life

betrayedbetrayed

this will not stand

I will not walk that 13th step

I will not tie that 13th knot

I will not walk that 13th step

I will not tie that 13th knot

straight ahead with who I am

with no turning backwith no turning back

you better believe it

it's the way it's going to be

and I was down but I came back

and I don't need

permission to go on

permission to go on

straight ahead with who I amstraight ahead with who I am

with no turning back



MISATHROPIC WORLD

with all the ways there are to die

why do we embrace our own demise

where the things we love the most

are the very things killing us

ashes fall from a blood red sky

blackened rain on a broken landblackened rain on a broken land

shattered foundations

personal peace in a dying world

private hell in paradise

with no salvation

power breed division

division vreeding power

misanthropic worldmisanthropic world

paranoia rules the land

world of shadows is the law

survival is the only thing

that now remains

what good is your piece of prosperity 

when everything else is dying?

hYPOCRISY

you destroyed yourself

and I survived

your lack of self-respect

hypocricy

that is your name

and now there's nothing left of youand now there's nothing left of you

real eyes

realize

real lies

in this land where lies are king

at peace with myself but not the world

looking for a life that never was or could be

I laugh when hypocrites fallI laugh when hypocrites fall

you destroyed yourself

and I survived

your lack of self-respect

hypocricy

that is your name

and now there's nothing left of you

in this land where lies are kingin this land where lies are king

at peace with myself but not the world

I laugh when hypocrites fall

real eyes

realize

real lies

lies lies lies lies

you destroyed yourselfyou destroyed yourself

and I survived

and now there's nothing left of you

you destroyed yourself

and I survived

now there's nothing left of you
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